AN INTEGRATED SYSTEM FOR DETECTION AND IDENTIFICATION OF SPAMBOT WITH ACTION SESSION AND LENGTH FREQUENCY
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ABSTRACT
We propose an integrated system for detection and identification of spambot with action session and length frequency based on the notion of control-flow graph, which models interactions of the end-user’s machine and browser with the Web site, and assists a lot in detecting possible anomalies. User’s interaction with the web is premised on Document Object Model (DOM) Events since the DOM forms a representation of the Web page which shows acceptance of asynchronous input from the user. The DOM is a platform-independent, event-driven interface which accepts input from the user and allows programs and scripts to access and update the content of the page. Proof of concept will be established by deploying the DOM antiSpambot as an add-on for Mozilla Firefox using JavaScript.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A spambot is an automated computer program designed to mimic human behaviour in the sending and spreading of spam. Spambots usually create fake accounts and send spam using them. This has been made possible with the advent of web 2.0 which is a terminology used to describes websites that use technology beyond the static pages of earlier websites. A Web 2.0 site may allow users to interact and collaborate with each other in a social media dialogue as creators of user-generated content in a virtual community, in contrast to websites where people are limited to the passive viewing of content. Examples of Web 2.0 include social networking sites, blogs, wikis, video sharing sites, hosted services, web applications, mashups and folksonomies.[4] This has given rise to a new trend of spam called spam 2.0 i.e. a fake profile in an online community, an unsolicited comment in blog, a commercial unwelcome thread in an online discussion boards etc [1, 2].

To stop spambots activities, generally most websites adopt Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Human Apart (CAPTCHA) which is a popular challenge-response technique to differentiate web robots from humans [8]. However, CAPTCHA is not a suitable solution for stopping spambots and it inconveniences human users. Existing research shows that by making use of machine learning algorithm even CAPTCHA based techniques can be deciphered by programming code [9-11]. Other filtering techniques are content based i.e. focusing on spam content classification rather than spambot detection [1, 3].
2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Currently, it is relatively easy to manage and filter ordinary spam content. However detection and management of spambot on web 2.0 generally refer to as spam 2.0 has not received a comprehensive attention.

To the best of our knowledge spam 2.0 is a contemporary issue and its actively being investigated by researchers in a field considered to be quiet young. The table below listed relevant papers and technique applied in them on spambot detection and management. This review is generally based on recency of publication.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Spambot Detection Technique</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Human Apart (CAPTCHA)</td>
<td>[7] [8-10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Detection of unseen and camouflaged web robots</td>
<td>[3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Malicious web robot detection method based on HTTP headers and mouse movement</td>
<td>[6] [16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>User web access logs techniques</td>
<td>[14], [15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Web tracking system to track spambot data HoneySpam2.0</td>
<td>[5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Interaction with spambotnet controllers</td>
<td>[17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Study of opinion spam in review-gathering websites</td>
<td>[11] [25] [26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Identification of video spammers in online social network by means Support Vector Machine classifier</td>
<td>[13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Survey spam filtering techniques</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Traditionally websites adopt (CAPTCHA) Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Human Apart which is a popular challenge-response technique to differentiate web robots from humans [8]. However, CAPTCHA is not a suitable solution for stopping spambots and it inconveniences human users. Existing research shows that by making use of machine learning algorithm even CAPTCHA based techniques can be deciphered by programming code [9-11]. In the web robot detection, Tan et al. [3] propose a framework to detect unseen and camouflaged web robots. They use navigation pattern, session length and width as well as the depth of webpage coverage to detect web robots. This research has not been study in detection of spam 2.0, where a spam can mimic human user.

Park et al. [7] present a malicious web robot detection method based on HTTP headers and mouse movement. However this work has also not study spambots in Web 2.0 applications.

Yiquen et al.[18] and Yu et al. [19] utilise user web access logs to classify web spam from legitimate webpages. However the focus of their work relies on user web access log as a trusted source for web spam classification.

HoneySpam 2.0 [4] proposed a web tracking framework to track spambot data. This is a framework for accumulating spambot web usage data rather than for detecting spambots.

Another spam filtering approach proved to be yielding was that proposed by Göbel et al. [2] [21] [19]. Their proposed framework includes interaction with spambotnet controllers which can provide the latest spam messages. Later, it can present a template for current spam runs to improve spam filtering techniques.

Jindal and Liu [12] study opinion spam in review-gathering websites. They propose a machine learning approach based on 36 content-based features to differentiate opinion spam from legitimate opinion.

Zinman and Donath [13] attempted to create a model to distinguish spam profiles from legitimate ones in Social Networking Services. Their machine learning based method uses content-based features to do the classification.

Benevenuto et al. [16] provide a mechanism to identify video spammers in online social network by means of a Support Vector Machine classifier against content-based features. Heymann et al. [15] survey spam filtering techniques on the social web and evaluate a spam filtering technique on a social tagging system.

Pedram et al [20] experimented with Behaviour-Based web spambot detection by utilising action time and action frequency. In [21] an approach was presented for detecting e-mail spam originating hosts, spam bots and their respective controllers based on network flow data and DNS metadata.
Most of the above reviews focus on one particular type of spam and are limited to the content attributes of that particular domain. Moreover, they do not study the source of the spam problem, i.e., the spambot. Others are for accumulation of spambot web usage data rather than for detection of spambots.

3. RESEARCH APPROACH

DOM Detection for Web Spambot Attack

We want to design the web Spambot detection based on the notion of control-flow graph, which models interactions of the end-user’s machine and browser with the Web site, and assist a lot in detecting possible anomalies. [20][21]. To capture the users’ interactions with the browser we rely on DOM (Document Object Model) Events, since the DOM forms a representation of the Web page as shown to the user and accepts asynchronous input from the user.

The DOM is a platform-independent, event-driven interface which accepts input from the user and allows programs and scripts to access and update the content of the page. As a proof-of-concept, we are going to deploy the DOM antiSpambot as an add-on for Mozilla Firefox, using JavaScript.

![Fig. 1: Proposed Framework for the Integrated Spam Detection System](image)

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have presented a development paradigm for an integrated spam detection system to tackle the problem of spambots and botnets. We intend to establish a Proof of concept of the workability of the system by experimenting it as an add-on an open source software browser – the Mozilla Firefox.
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